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tions. The readings of (1) and (2) are associated with the following accentual
patterns:
(1 ' )

a. Mary SMOKES after dinner.
b. Mary smokes after DINNER.

(2')

a. Planes disappear in the BERMUDA Triangle.
PLANES disappear in the Bermuda Triangle.
c. Planes DISAPPEAR in the Bermuda Triangle.
b.

5.1.

T H EFocus SENSITIVITY
O F GENERIC
SENTENCES

In Chapter 1 (section 1.2.3), we have argued for a dyadic operator
GEN for the semantic representation of generic (or characteristic) sentences,
following Carlson (1989). In that framework we could represent the different
readings of generic sentences as given in (1) and (2).
Mary smokes after dinner.

(1)

a.
b.

GEN[x,s;] (x
GEN[x,s;] (x

=

=

Mary & after.dinner(s) & in(x,s); srnoke(x,s))
Mary & smoke(x,s); after.dinner(s))

(la) represents the reading which says that in after-dinner situations which
contain Mary, she usually smokes. (lb) represents the reading which says that
when Mary smokes, it is usually in after-dinner situations.
(2)

Planes disappear in the Bermuda Triangle.
a . GENlx;] (planes(x); 3s[in(s, the.Bermuda.Triangle)
& disappear(x,s)])
b. GEN[s;J(in(s, the.Bermuda.Triangle); 3x[planes(x)
& disappear(x,s)j)
c . GEN[x,s;] (planes(x) & in(x,s) & in(s, the.Berrnuda.Triangle);
disappear(x,s))

(2a) represents the reading which says that it is generally true for planes that
they disappear in the Bermuda Triangle, or more precisely, that there exist
situations in the Bermuda Triangle in which they disappear. (2b) says that it
is generally true for situations in the Bermuda Triangle that there are planes
which disappear in these situations. And (2c) says that it is generally true that
if planes are in the Bermuda Triangle, they disappear. The different readings,
then, are the result of a different partitioning of the semantic material into the
restrictor and the matrix of the GEN-operator (see Diesing 1992 for this notion
of semantic partition).
In chapter 1 we also have shown that intonational features, in particular
stress placement, play a role in distinguishing between these different parti-

It appears that accented constituents, in general, are part of the matrix. However, we will see that this statement has to be modified.
Sentence accent marks that a constituent is in focus. For example, it serves
to differentiate between the readings that show up with focus-sensitive operators like only:
(3)

John only introduced BILL to Sue.
John only introduced Bill to SUE.
c. John only introduced BILL to SUE.
d. John only INTRODUCED Bill to Sue.
a.
b.

(3a) can be paraphrased as: The only person that John introduced to Sue was
Bill. (3b) has two readings. (i) The only person that John introduced Bill to
was Sue, and (ii) The only thing John did was introducing Bill to Sue. (3c)
can be rendered as: The only two persons such that John introduced one to the
other are Bill and Sue. And (3d) means: The only thing John did to Bill and
Sue is that he introduced him to her.
Several theories have been developed to account for the sensitivity of the
interpretations of sentences like (3) to the placement of the sentence accent;
suffice it to mention Jackendoff (1972), von Stechow (1982, 1989), Jacobs
(1983, 1991), and Rooth (1985). In addition, several researchers as early as
Lawler (1973a), and more recently Schubert and Pelletier (1987), have noticed
that the interpretation of generic sentences is influenced by sentence accent.
But up to now, no systematic theory of focus in generic sentences has been
offered (with the exception of Rooth, this volume). The present chapter is an
attempt to do precisely that. It will relate the influence of focus in generic
sentences to the influence of focus in adverbial quantifications in general, as
first described in Rooth 1985. In contrast to Rooth (1985) and Rooth (this
volume) it works with so-called structured meanings as the basic semantic
representation format.
The organization of this chapter is as follows: In section 5.2 I introduce
structured meanings. Section 5.3 presents a framework of dynamic interpreta-

tion for the representation of anaphoric bindings that are crucial for generic
sentences. In section 5.4, structured meanings and dynamic interpretation will
be con~bined,and I will show that this allows for a treatment of quantificational
advcrbials. In section 5.5 I will come back to our initial examples and give
an explicit analysis of them in the framework developed.

5.2.

T H ESTRUCTURED
MEANING
REPRESENTATION
O F Focus

The basic function of focus is to give prominence to meaning-bearing
elements in an expression. The highlighted constituents are called focus, the
complement notion is background. Certain operators, like only, make use of
this partitioning of expressions into focus and background.
We can investigate the focus-background structuring in two respects: We
may be interested in the syntactic, morphological and phonological correlates
of it, that is, in the marking of focus. Or we may look at how the information
inherent in the focus-background structuring is put into use, that is, we may
be interested in the semantics and pragmatics of focus. I will be mainly concerned with the latter in this chapter. I will follow the theory of Jacobs (1983,
1991), which has its roots in Jackendoff (1972).
According to Jacobs, focus cannot be interpreted independently (e.g., as the
part of an utterance that is "new"), but only in relation to a focus operator
( F O ) that is associated with that focus. Technically, constituents in focus bear
a feature [F], and this feature is coindexed with its focus operator (where the
index may be suppressed). Let us give a representation of the two readings of
(3b).

The feature [ F l ] is spelled out by sentence accent, following rules that are
sensitive to syntactic structure (see, e.g., Selkirk 1984, von Stechow & Uhmann 1986, Jacobs 1991, Firy 1991, Uhmann 199 1 for some details of these
rules in English and German). In (3'b.i, ii), it happens to be the case that the
F-feature is realized in the same way, with the stress on SUE.
On the meaning side, focus induces a partition of the semantic representation
into a background B and a focus F, which is commonly represented by the
pair (B,F), where B can be applied to F, and the application B(F) yields
the standard interpretation. Focus operators apply to such focus-background
structures. In the example at hand, we would get the following semantic representations for readings (i) and (ii) (to keep things simple, I assume that only
is a sentence operator instead of a VP operator):
(3)

I

I

I tol Suel

introduced Bill

/\

FO,

YY1'

\NP 1\
P NP
I I l l
introduced Bill t o S u e
v

I.

only((Ax.introduced(j,x,b),s))

11. only((AP.P(j),Ax.introduced(x,s,b)))
Let us assume that only has the following interpretation:
(4)

only((B ,F)) :<Ã B(F) & VX[XeALT(F) & B(X) -^ X = F],
where X is a variable of the type of F and ALT(F) is the set of alternatives
to F.

Here, only is interpreted with respect to a set of alternatives ALT(F) to the
interpretation of the focus constituent F. This set of alternatives is typically
provided by the context. The meaning of only((B,F)) can be paraphrased as
'B applies to F, and B applies to no alternative to F'. (A more adequate
analysis would analyze the first part as presupposition and the second part
as assertion; cf. Horn 1969.) For our examples this will yield the following
interpretations:
(3)

John

b".

b."'

introduced(j,s,b) &

i. Vx[xeALT(s) & introduced(j ,x,b)-+ x = s]
ii. VP[PeALT(Ax.introduced(x,s,b))& P(j) -+
P = Ax.introduced(x,s,b)]

The Structured Meaning representation of focus has been elaborated to capture
various additional phenomena. Jacobs (1984) shows that we can treat so-called
free focus, that is, focus that is not associated with an overt focusing operator,
as being associated instead with the illocutionary operator of the sentence, for
example an assertion operator. In such cases, focus typically has an influence
on the felicity conditions of the sentence. For example, (5b.i) is a felicitous
answer to (5a.i), but not to (5a.ii), whereas (5b.ii) is a felicitous answer to
(5a.ii), but not to (5a.i).

(5)

a.
b.

i. To whom did John introduce Bill?
ii. What did John do?
i . ASSERT, [John introduced Bill to [SUElp1]
ii. ASSERT, [John [introduced Bill to SUE],.,]

Also, the Structured Meaning framework can capture complex foci such as
shown in (6a) (by list representations, where % ' is the list connector) and
multiple foci such as shown in (6b) (by recursive focus-background structures).
(6)

a. John only, introduced BILLF,to SUEFl.
only((Ax.y.introduced(j,y,x), s'b)
b. Even, JOHN,;, drank only; WATERp,
even((Ax.only((AP.drank(x,P), water)), j))

In cases with nlultiple focus, it is only the focus associated with the highest
operator that is clearly marked by sentence accent (in (6b), this is JOHN),
whereas other foci are marked less prominently (cf. Jacobs 1991). This point
is especially important when we consider the fact that the highest operator is
the illocutionary operator of a sentence, which will typically obliterate the
accentual marking of other foci. For example, we can obtain the reading (3b1.i)
with stress on John in a context like the following one:
(7)

Speaker A: Jim only introduced Bill to SUE.
Speaker B: No, JOHN only introduced Bill to Sue.
ASSERT, [JOHNIF,only, introduced Bill to [Sue]F2

In Krifka 199la I have developed a theory in which focus-background structures are analyzed in a compositional way. In this framework the focus on a
constituent with the semantic representation A introduces a focus-background
structure with an "empty" background, (AX.X,A), where X is of the type of
A . This focus-background structure is projected through semantic compositions. For example, if the original semantic composition rule called for the
application of a semantic representation B to A, then the application of B to
(\X.X,A) will yield (\X.B(X),A), and if the original rule called for an application of A to B, then the application of (=,A)
to B will yield (\X.X(B),
A). Finally, focus-sensitive operators are applied to such background-focus
structures.
Let me give a simple illustrative example. I will assume here that the semantic representation of noun phrases maps verbal predicates with n arguments to
verbal predicates with n - 1 elements. Let us use the notation '7' for (possibly
empty) vectors of terms, and let us use Q as a variable for predicates with
arbitrary arity. Then a name like John will be interpreted as a generalized

quantifier AQ\T.Q(T,j). For example,. the application of this meaning to a
transitive verb like love will result in AT.love(T,j), which can be reduced to
\x.love(x,j), for 7 must be a single variable since love is two-place. The
application of AQAT.Q(T,m) to that predicate gives us A7[Ax.love(x,j)(7,m)],
where 7 turns out to be empty, such that we arrive at Ax.love(x,j)(m), that
is, love(m,j). In the following, I illustrate the syntactic derivation and the
corresponding semantic interpretation in tandem. Semantic combination typically is by functional application.
(8)

John only met [MARY]?
Mary, AQXT.Q(T,m)

^
v

met [MARYIF,(AT.T, AQA7.Q(T,m))(met), = (AT.T(met), AQAT.Q(T,m))

I

I

John, AQAT.Q^,j)

John met [MARY]?, AQAT.Q(Y,j) ((AT.T(met), AQAT.Q(T,m)))
= (AT[AQAT.Q(T,j ) (T(met))], AQAT.Q(T,m))
= (ATAT.T(met) (7,j), AQAT.Q(T,m))
only, A<B,F).onlyÃ‡B,F
John only met [MARYIF,
only((ATAT.T(met) (7,j ), AQAY.Q(T,m)))
= AT[kT.T(met) (T,j)] (AQAT.Q(T,m)) &
VT[TeALT(AQAT.Q(T,m))& AT.T(met) (T,j) -+ T = AQAT.Q(T,m)]
= met(j,m) & VT[TeALT(AQAT.Q(T,m))& T(met)(j) -+
T = AQAT.Q(T,m)]
Here I have treated names as quantifiers, and consequently focus alternatives
to names as sets of quantifiers. We can assume a plausible restriction for
alternatives of quantifiers generated by an individual, such as names, namely,
that the alternatives are quantifiers that are generated by an individual as well.
Then we can reduce the last representation to one that takes the alternatives
of individuals instead. and we arrive at:

FOCUS
AND
Other types of operators that have been identified as focus sensitive include
adverbial quantifiers. Rooth (1985) discusses examples like the following:
(9)

a.

[In St. Petersburg] OFFICERS,., always, escorted ballerinas.

b.

[In St. Petersburg] officers always, escorted BALLERINASc,.

We have the following prominent readings: (9a) means that whenever ballerinas were escorted, it was by officers, whereas (9b) means that whenever officers escorted someone, they were ballerinas.
Rooth (1985) develops an analysis for these readings within the framework
of Alternative Semantics. It can be imitated in the Structured Meaning representation. Let us concentrate on a somewhat simpler example of Rooth's to
explain how it works:
(10)

Mary always, took JOHNF, to the movies.

This means: Whenever Mary took someone to the movies, she took John along.
I will leave open,whether she has to take ONLY John in order to make (10)
come out as true; see Krifka 1992b for discussion and a treatment that covers
both the exhaustive and the non-exhaustive interpretation. Here I will only
treat the weaker, non-exhaustive reading. Also, bear in mind that a sentence
like Mary always took JOHN to the movies can be interpreted in ways where
focus on John does not influence quantification, for example, when JOHN is
the focus of assertion, as in an answer to the question Whom did MARY always
take to the movies?
Following Rooth (1985) 1 will concentrate in this section on sentences that
contain quantifications over situations. Let us assume that episodic sentences
are true of situations. Then the meaning of a sentence like (1 la) can be given
as the set of situations in which Mary took John to the movies, shown in
(1 lb), which can be applied to a specific situation the speaker has in mind, or
alternatively be existentially bound.
(1 1)

a. Mary took John to the movies.
{stook.to.the.rnovies(rn,j,s)}

b.

With focus on John, and interpreting John as a simple term, we get the following representation:
( 1 2)

a. Mary took [JOHN]? to the movies.
b.

(Ax.{s~took.to.the.movies(rn,x,s)},j)

A focus-sensitive quantifier like always can then be spelled out as follows:
(13)

always((k3.F)) :<^> EVERY({SI~X[XEALT(F)
& seB(X)]}) ({s~sEB(F)}),
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Here, EVERY is the universal quantifier in generalized quantifier format:
EVERY(X)(Y) :<=>XCY. For our example, this will give us the following:
(12')

a.

EvERY({s13x[xe~LT(j)& took.to.the.rnovies(rn,x,s)]})
({s~took.to.the.rnovies(rn,j ,s)})

That is, in every situation in which Mary took some alternative to John to the
movies, she took John to the movies. This captures the non-exhaustive reading
of our example. The context may provide a set of alternatives, as in the
following little text:
(14)

Mary liked John and Bill a lot. One day, she would make a day trip to the
countryside with John, and on the next day, she would go to a concert with
Bill. However, she always took JOHN to the movies.

The last sentence, in the given context, means: Whenever Mary took John or
Bill to the movies, she took John to the movies.
If the context does not provide any restriction of alternatives, we can assume
that the alternatives are the set of all suitable entities of the type of the expression in focus. For example, the alternatives of j will be the set of all individuals
(or of all persons, given a sortal restriction to humans). Then the meaning of
our example is reduced to the following, which amounts to: Whenever Mary
took someone to the movies, she took John to the movies.
(15)

EVERY({s~3x.took(m,x,s)})
({sltook(m,j,s)})

A problem with this analysis is that it works only with episodic sentences
and cannot capture bindings other than those related to the situation variable.
Thus, examples like the following cannot be treated in the framework developed so far:
(16)

a.
b.

A girl that sees a cat (always) STROKES it.
A three-colored cat is always INFERTILE.

In the most straightforward representation for (16a), the variables for the girl
and the cat cannot be bound. Using our current way of interpretation we get
something like this:
(16)

a'. EVERY({sl3x,y[girl(x)& cat(y) & see(x,y,s)]})({slstroke(x,y,s)})

In (16b), we would like to quantify over cats, but the representation format
given so far only allows us to quantify over situations.
Obviously, what we need is something like a quantification over cases, in
the sense of Lewis (1975). A combination of focus representations with frame-

works like Discourse Representation Theory (Kamp 198l ) , File Change Semantics (Heim 1982, 1983b), or another dynamic semantic representation
(c.g., Rooth 1987, Groenendijk & Stokhof 1991) can offer a suitable setting.

The dynamic framework I will employ is related to Rooth 1987, the
main differences being that I will work with partial assignment functions (cf.
Heim 1983b) and that I will assume indices for possible worlds to capture
modal quantifications and, in general, the increase of propositional information
(cf. Stalnaker 1978, Heim 1982).
For a countable infinite set of discourse referents (or indices; henceforth
DR) I will use natural numbers 1, 2, 3, etc. Let us call the domain of entities
D, and let G be the set of assignment functions, that is, the set of partial
functions from DR to D; thus G = u{Gr13X[X C DR & G' = Dx]}. If g is
an assignment function and d is an index in its domain, then I will write
g d ' instead of 'g(d)'; for example, I will write 'g3' instead of 'g(3)'. Two
assignment functions g, k are said to be compatible, g=k, iff they are identical for their shared domain: g=k iff Vd[d e DOM(g) & d e DOM(k) -+ gd
= k,,]. The augmentation of g with k , g + k, is defined as guk if
DOM(g)nDOM(k) = 0 , and undefined otherwise.
I will use the following notations for variants of assignment functions; contrary to usual conventions, they will denote sets of assignment functions. First,
g[d] should be the set of assignment functions that is like g, with the added
property that they map the index d to some entity in D; that is, g[d] =
{k]3x[x e D & k = g + {(d,~)}]}.Second, g[d/a] is the set of assignment functions that is like g, with the additional property that they map the index d to
the entity a; that is, g[d/a] = {klk = g+{(d,a)}}. Note that this will be a
singleton set. Be aware that these notations are defined only if d
DOM(g).
The two notations can be combined; for example, g[l/a,2,3/b] stands for
{kl3x[x e D & k = g+{(l,a),(2,~>,(3,b)}l}.
In general, the interpretation of natural language expressions will be with
respect to an input assignment, an output assignment, and a possible world.
NPs are related to discourse referents. Their syntactic indices are interpreted
as semantic indices. Indefinite NPs bear indices that are new with respect to
the input assignment, definite NPs bear old indices, and quantificational NPs
bear new indices that are "active" only within the scope of quantification.
The situation variable of episodic verbs will in addition be related to an
index.

The individuals in the domain D are sorted. I assume here a minimal distinction between normal individuals (for which I use variables x,y,. ..), situations
(with variables s,sl,...), and worlds (with variables w,wl,. . .). For situations I
assume a relation then; 's-then-sf' means that the situation s is temporally
succeeded by the situation s' and that s and s' form a larger, spatiotemporally
coherent situation. Worlds determine the meanings of constants, which have
a world argument, written as a subscript.
As above, I will use "7 as a meta-variable over vectors of individual terms
of length 2 0 . Tupels are written without commas and brackets when no confusion can arise. For example, instead of '(g,k,w,y,k2,s)' I will write 'gkwyk2s'.
I use Q,Q', etc. as variables for entities of type {gkw"7 1 ... }; T,T1, etc. as
variables for entities of type AQ.{gkwT 1 . . . }; and X for variables of any type.
For assignments, I will use variables g,h,k,j,f. Semantic combinations are
typically produced by functional application.
Let us start by giving some examples of syntactic derivations and corresponding semantic representations. I will not provide the respective syntactic
and corresponding semantic rules, but it should be straightforward to infer
them from the examples given.
The first example illustrates the treatment of indefinite NPs and episodic
verbs. Indices of NPs are introduced by determiners, the functional heads of
NPs. For indefinite NPs, the indices of indefinite determiners are new. The
situation variable of an episodic verb is bound by an operator that introduces
a new index for that situation; this operator may be associated with the syntactic
position of INFL as the functional head of a sentence, and hence I will attach
the corresponding syntactic index to the finite verb. Temporal and local adverbials specify the situation argument of a predicate. Tense will be kept implicit
throughout. I will use capital letters in brackets, like '[A]', as abbreviations.
(17)

A, plane started-, on August 15, 1991.
plane, {ggwxIplane..(x)}
a,, AQ'AQ.{gkw713h3j[ghwhleQ'
& jeh[l] & jkwh,TeQ]}
a, plane,

AQ.{gkw713h[heg[l] & planew(hl) & hkwh,TeQ]}

I

I

start, {ggwxslstartedw(x,s)}

carry goods4,
= {gkwsxlkeg[4] & goodsw(k4& carriedw(x,k4,s)}

a, plane start,
{gkws]keg[l]& planeJki) & startedw(kl,s)}

I
on August 15, 1991,
~ ~ . { ~ k w 7 s l g k w s " 7 s&e Qon(8-15-91,s)}
a, plane start on August 15, 1991,
{gkwslkeg[l] & planew(k,)& startedw(kl,s) & on(8-15-91,s)},
the, plane, A Q . { g k ~ V I p l a n e ~ (&
~ , gkwg,?eQ}
)

INFL-,, \Q.{gkw713h[heg[2] & hkwVh2eQl}
a, plane started; on August 15, 1991,
{gkwIkeg[l ,2] & planew(k,)& startedw(k,,k2) & on(8-15-91,k2)}(= [A])

This analysis shows that episodic predicates are analyzed as having a situation
argument, following Davidson (1967). The situation argument can be modified
by temporal or locative adverbials. It is bound by an operator which can be
related to the 1NFL node and hence is called 'INFL' here. In the example
above, the INFL-operator has scope over the subject, representing a thetic
sentence. It might also be applied to a VP. The INFL-operator also introduces
an index attached to the finite verb.
The following example shows the treatment of transitive sentences, of definite NPs, and of temporal coherence. NPs with definite articles and definite
pronouns presuppose that their index is already in the domain of the input
assignment. The bare plural term goods is treated like an indefinite NP and
introduces its own index. Temporal coherence is established by a device that
allows to relate the situation index of an INFL-operator to some situation index
introduced previously. The two situation indices are either identified, as in the
case of an atelic predicate, or the situation index of the second predicate is
located after the situation index of the first predicate (see Hinrichs 1981, Partee
1984 on temporal anaphora in narrative discourses). Technically this is solved
by assuming that the INFL-operator can relate its index to an antecedent situation index. Thus the INFL-operator can have two indices, an anaphoric index
and a new index. In the example below representing a categorical sentence, 1
assume that the INFL-operator is applied before the subject NP:
(1 8)

The, plane ~arried-,,~
goods4.
carry, {ggwyxs[carriedw(y,x,s))

the, plane carried,,, goods4, {gkwlkeg[3,4] & planew(kl) & k2 = k3 &
goods^)
& carriedw(ki,k4,k3)} ( = [B])

We can combine the first sentence with the second by dynamic conjunction,
for which I use the semicolon:
(19)

A, plane started-, on August 15, 1991. [A]
The, plane ~ a r r i e d , ,goods4.
~
[B]
~
[A];[B]
A, plane started; on August 15, 1991. The, plane ~ a r r i e d ; ,goods4.
= {gwkl3h[ghwe[A] & hkwe[B]]}
= {gkwlkeg[l,2,3,4] & p l a n e r , ) & startedw(k,,kd & goodsw(k4)&
on@-15-91,k2) & k, = k, & carriedw(kz,k4,k3)}

Let us look at another small text in which the second situation follows the first one:

She, s t r ~ k e d , ,it2,
~ {gkwIkeg[41 & k2-then-k4 & strokedw(k,,k3,k4))

A, girl saw2 a3 cat. She, strokedu it2, {gkwlkeg[l,2,3,4] &
childw(ki) & catw(k3)& saww(ki,k3,k2)& ki-then^ &
strokedw(k,,k3,k4)}

A stative predicate, like be infertile, does not introduce any situation argument.
That is, the INFL-operator cannot be applied (or alternatively, we assume that
it can be applied vacuously). We get analyses like the following:
(21)

is infertile, {ggwxlinfertilew(x)}

1

the3 cat, AQ.{gkw71catw(g3) & gkwg37eQ]}

the3 cat is infertile, {ggwlcatw(g3)& infertilew(g3)]

To complete our overview of the dynamic framework, it might be interesting
to have a look at the treatment of quantified NPs. Quantified NPs do not
introduce any anaphoric possibilities beyond their scope, that is, their input
assignment and output assignment are the same: they are "tests" in the tenninology of Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991). For example, the meaning of the
determiner most,, can be given as follows:

where MOST represents the usual generalized quantifier: MOST(X)(Y) <=>
card(XnY) > I/;card(X). In the following example, we use a noun with a
relative clause that introduces a situation argument:
(23)

a. planes that started; on August 15, 1991 ,
{gkv)/xlkeg[2]& planew(x)& started,,(x,k2) & 8-15-91(k2)}
b. carried23goods4,
{gkwxlkeg[3,4]& goodsw(k4)& k, = k3 & carried,Jx,k4,k3)}
~,~
c. Most, planes that started; on August 15, 1991, ~ a r r i e dgoods4,

That is, most x that are planes and that started on August 15, 1991, are planes
that started on August 15, 1991, and carried goods.
Until now we have constructed the dynamic meaning of expressions. The
truth condition for a discourse is given by existential closure over the assignments and the world arguments with respect to the "actual" world: A text A
is true with respect to the world w iff there are assignments g,k such that
gkweA. And A is true with respect to an input assignment g and a world w
iff there is an assignment k such that gkweA.

In this section, the Structured Meaning representation will be combined
with the dynamic framework. Technically this is fairly easy-we have structured meanings (B,F), where B and F are now dynamic meanings. However,
dynamic interpretation adds some complexity to the notion of alternatives:
since focus meaning (and in fact, every meaning) is dynamic, the meanings
in alternative sets will be dynamic as well. The task now is to decide what to
do with the dynamic component of alternatives.

First of all, we should make sure h a t the added complexity is not only
forced upon us as a technical consequence, but that we actually need it to
describe the linguistic data correctly. Look at the following example:
(24)

John only introduced every, woman to [herl2partnerIF

Here, the reference of her partner, in the bound reading indicated, essentially
depends on the choice of woman, which is captured by the dynamic component. But as the focus meaning itself is necessarily dynamic, the alternatives,
which are of the same type, must be dynamic as well.
Furthermore, in constructing alternatives we must refer to the context in
which the focus constituent enters the semantic composition. For the following
example, imagine a dinner table situation in which every woman has a partner
at her left and a partner at her right:
(25)

Speaker A: Did John introduce every lady to her partner at left and her partner at right?
Speaker B: John only introduced every, woman to [her,,; partner at
LEFTIF

Here, the set of alternatives will depend on the choice of woman again-for
each woman x, it will contain x's partner at left and x's partner at right. I will
capture this by relating alternative sets to input assignments; for example, the
alternative set of F, given input assignment g, is ALTg(F).
Another complication arises because two expressions may refer to the same
entity but still have different meanings when their anaphoric possibilities differ.
To see this, look again at example (8), John only met [MARY,Ip. Assume that
Mary, and the, woman with a2 hat refer to the same person at the given input
assignment; nevertheless, their meaning will differ, as the second NP introduces the index 2 for the hat. Assume also that the context does not restrict the
alternatives. Then both thei.woman.with.a2.hateALT(MARYi)
and John
(the,.woman.with.a2.hat(met))hold, but thei.woman.with.a2.hat does not
equal Mary,, in the dynamic interpretation. Hence we should require that
every pair of two alternatives in an alternative assignment refer to different
entities, given the specified input assignment:
(26)

a. For all dynamic meanings X,Y, where X # Y, and assignments g,
if Y eALTg(X), then X and Y have the same type.
b. If X is of a type {gkw71 ... }, and YeALT(X),
then for all k,w.T,kf ,V:
if gkw'7eX and gk1wVeY, then 7 # 7 .

I'OC'UIS

c.

It" X is of a type AX, . . .Xn.{gkw71... }, and YeALTg(X),
then for all k,7,k1,7',X,,.. . , X,,:
if gkw7eX(Xl) ... (X,,) and gk'w7'eY(XI) ... (X,,), then 7 # 7 ' .

This restriction excludes that both Mary, and the,.woman.with.a,.hat are in
A L T ( F ) if these meanings refer to the same object, given input g.
Now we are well equipped to give meaning rules for focus-sensitive quantification. Let us start with the nonmodal adverbial quantifier most of the time-a
fairly typical representative-which
will be rendered by 'MOSTLY'. The
meaning rule looks as follows; here, B and F are used as variables of arbitrary
types representing background and focus, and I assume that we also have
variables of structured types, like (B,F).

MOSTLY expresses a quantification over augmentations h of the input assignment g. In the first argument, h is restricted to the cases in which the input g
and the output f (where f = g + h ) satisfy the background applied to some
alternative of F . The set of alternatives is again taken with respect to that
input assignment at which the focus constituent is interpreted. We prevent the
alternatives from introducing their own binding possibilities by binding the
assignment j existentially-in a sense, we are skipping over the indices introduced within the focus. In the second argument, we require that g + h satisfies
the background applied to the focus directly. Actually, we have to introduce
an assignment j that is compatible with g h, as the focus might introduce its
own binding possibilities that are not captured by h.
Let us see how things work out by looking at an example in which we
implicitly quantify over entities and situations:
Most of the time, a, girl that sees, a3 cat [STROKES2,4bit3.
(28)
stroke, {ggwyxs]strokew(x,y,s)}( = [Cl)

+

A N D I H h I N Ih.KI'KbIAIlUN
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[ STROKESa,4]F
it,.
(~Q.{gkwx13h[heg[4]& h2-then^& hkwxh4e[D](Q)]},[C])

1 a, girt that sees, a, cat, AQ.{gkwT/3h[h

= g[1.2,3] & girIw(h,)&
catw(h3)& see,&, ,h3,h2) & hkwhlTeQ1} ( = [El)

I/
a, girl that sees, a, cat [STROKES2,,lFit3,
& hi-then-h4 & hkwxh4e[D](Q)]}),[C])
(AQ.[~]({gkwxl3h[heg[4]

I

most of the time, A(B,F).MOSTLY((B,F))

most of the time, a, girl that sees, a3 cat [STROKES2,4]Fit3,
MOSTLY((~Q.[El({gkwxl3h[heg[4]
& h2-then-h4&
hkwxh4e[Dl(Q)l}),[Cl))
= {ggw[MOST({h13f
[f = g + h & gfwe[E]({gkwx13h[heg[4]& hi-then-h,
& hkw~h~e[~]{ggwT13Q3j[QeA~~~([~])
& RJw~eQl})l})l})
({hl3j[j=g+h & gjwe[E]({gkwxl3h[heg[4]& h2-then^ &
~wxh4~[Dl([Cl)l})l})I
The first argument of MOST reduces to:
{h/3f[f = g + h & feg[l,2,3,4] & girlw(f,)& c a m ) & seew(f,,f3,f2)&
f2-then-f4& 3q3j[QeALTr([C]) & fjwf3fIf4eQ]]}
The second argument of MOST reduces to:
{h13j[jssg+h & jeg[l,2,3,41 & g i l V j l ) & catw(j3)& seew(jl,j3,j2)
&
J;-then-~4& strokew(jl,j3,j4)1}
Hence we get an interpretation that accepts input assignments g (without changing them) and worlds w such that
- most augmentations h of g where f = g + h and f, is a girl, f, is a cat, f l
sees f, in situation f2, and f4 is a situation after f2 such that f, does some
alternative to stroking f, in f4 (where the alternatives are determined with
respect to the input assignment f)
- are such that f, is a child, fi is a cat, f l sees f, in f2, and f, strokes f, in f4.
Note that we refer in both cases to the same child, cat, seeing situation, and
situation after the seeing situation, by virtue of the relation '='. In a paraphrase
closer to English: 'For most x,s,y,sf such that x is a child that sees a cat y in
s and s t follows s, x strokes y in s'.
Until now, we have investigated cases where a verbal predicate, that is, an
expression of a type {gkwy ... }, was in focus. How should we extend the
rule for MOSTLY to focus constituents of other types? Let us have a look at
quantifiers, which are of type AQ.{gkwTI ...Q... }, where Q stands for the

= {ggwl~OST({h13f[f=

verbal predicate to which the term is applied. As in (27), we have to introduce
in the restrictor some existentially bound assignment j that allows us to skip
over the indices introduced by the item in focus. But in this case we must
make sure that we do not skip over the indices introduced by the verbal predicate which Q stands for-that is, we have to exempt those indices that are
introduced within Q. A meaning rule for most of the time which does that is
the following (where the relevant part is 3T'[gkwTfeQ]):
(29)

MOSTLY((B,F)) =
{ggwlMOST({h13f[f = g + h & gfweB(\Q.{gkwT13T'~kw7'eQ1
&
3 T 3 j [ j = f & TeALTg(F) & g~wTeT(Q)]})l})
({hl3j[j=g + h & & j w e ~ ( ~ ) l } ) }
if F is of a type AQ.{gkwT 1 . . }

Let us have a look at the treatment of an example. Imagine that little Mary
has several dolls and teddy bears which she likes to take to bed with herself.
Her parents can observe:
(30)

Most of the time, Mary takes [a TEDDY bear],: to bed.
a, teddy bear,
\Q.{gkwTI3h[heg[3] & teddyw^) & hkwTeQ]} ( = [F])
[a3 TEDDY bear], (AT.T, [F])
take to bed, {ggwyxsltakew(x,y,s)} ( = [GI)

g +h

& gfwe[~]({gkwT[3h[heg[2]& hkw"7h2e

({gkwxs13y'x's'[gkwy'x's'e[G]]
& 3T3j[js!=f &
TeALT(IF1) & ~ w x ~ ~ T ( [ G l ) l ~ ) l ~ ) l ~ )
({h(3j[j=g+ h & gjwe[H]({gkw713h[heg[2] &
hkwTh;~[Fl(LGl)l})l})}
The first argument of MOST reduces to:
{hl3f[f = g + h & g l = mw & feg[2] & 3yxs[takew(x,y,s)] &
3T3j[j=f & TeALTg([F]) & fjwg,k2eT([G])]]]}
The second argument of MOST reduces to:
{hI3j[jzg+h & g, = mw & jeg[2,31 & teddyW(j3)& takew(jl,j3,j2)1}
This accepts input assignments g (without changing them) and worlds w such
that
- most augmentations h of g with DOM(h) = {Z} and f = g + h where f, is
Mary, t\ is a situation where f, takes something to bed, and f l takes some
alternative to a teddy bear to bed
- are such that they can be extended to j, where j, ( = f,) is Mary, j3 is a
teddy bear, and j, takes j3 to bed in situation jz ( = f2).
This gives us the right analysis, at least for the non-exhaustive reading. We
effectively quantify only over situations in which Mary takes something to
bed with her. Krifka (1992b) discusses the meaning rules for the exhaustive
readings.
In the final section we will take a closer look at generic sentences and at
the role of the alternative sets.

V
take [a, TEDDY bear] to bed, (AT.T([G]),[F])

I

I N K 2 , AQ ,{gkwT13h[heg[2] & hkw7h2eQ]}

takes; [a3 TEDDY bear) to bed,
(\T.{gkw713h[heg[2] & hkw-7h2e(T([Gl)jl},[Fl)

In chapter 1 we have discussed different ways to render the semantics
of the generic quantifier, GEN. Here I will adopt a modal treatment-a quantification over possible worlds-inspired by Lewis (1973) and Kratzer (1981).
GEN is dependent on a modal background N (e.g., a deontic or epistemic
background) and a possible world, here, the actual world a. We assume a
partial order relation 'SM'between cases, where 'u +,a v' means: u is at
least as normal (close to the ideal) as v, with respect to N and a. Then we can
state the following:
(3 1)

most of the time, A(B,F).MOSTLY((B,F))

V
most of the time, Maryi takes, [a, TEDDY bear] to bed,
MO~T~~((\~.[H]({gkw7~3h(hcg[2]
& hkw7h2e(T([G]))]}).[F])),

GENN,a(A)(B) iff
Vu[ueA -> 3v[v %,a

u & Vv'[vf

SN..
v

& v'eA -+ vleB]]]

That is. for any case u that satisfies the restrictor A, there is a case v that is
at least as close to the ideal as u, such that all cases v' that are at least as
close to v and that satisfy the restrictor A also satisfy the matrix B. That is,

for the "most normal" cases v ' , it holds that satisfaction of the antecedent
entails satisfaction of the consequent.
The adverbial quantifier that incorporates GEN will be called 'GENERn',
where N refers to some modal background; its definition is similar to that of
MOSTLY above:
(32)
a.

b.

GENERN((B,F)) =
WIGEN^ EN^,^ ({hlgf [f = g + h & g f w e ~ ( { g g w 7 1 3 ~ 3 j [ ~ e&~ ~ ~ ~ ( F )
ejw7eQl})})
({hl3j[j=g + h & siweB(F)l})}
if F is of a type {gkwyl ... }.
{ggwlGE~N,w({h13f
[f = g + h & gfwe~(~~.{~kw7137[gkw7eQ]
&
3T3j[j=f & TeALT,(F) & gjwVeT(Q)]})]})
({h13j[jzg+h & gjweB(F)l})}
if F is of a type \Q.{gkw71 ... }

Let us now look at the treatment of our initial examples. I start with the
derivations of the two readings of ( I ) , Mary smokes after dinner. I assume
that a phrase like after dinner introduces a dinner situation and links the situation argument of the verb to that situation; more specifically, the situation
argument should follow that situation.

3Q3j[QeALTe([Il) & gjw7eQl})l})l})
({h13j[j=g+ h & gjwe[Lj({gkwV13h[heg[2] &
hkw%e[Kl([Il)l})l})}
The first argument of GENN,wreduces to:
{hl3f[f = g + h & g l = m w & feg[2,3] & f3-then-f2 & dinner,,^)
&
3Q3j[QeALTf([I1) & fjwflf2~Ql1}
The second argument of G E N N Wreduces to:
&
{hl3j[j=g + h & g , = m w & je[2,3] & j3-then-j2 & dinner,^)
smoke.,(j, ,j2)1}

This accepts input assignments g (without changing them) and worlds w such
that g, is Mary and
- augmentations h of g with f = g h and DOM(h) = {2,3} such that f3 is a
dinner situation followed by a situation f2 in which fl (= g i ) does some
alternative Q to smoking
- can typically be extended to j such that j2 ( = f2) is a situation following the
dinner situation j3 ( = f2), and j, ( = f,) smokes in j,.
The other reading of (1) can be derived as follows:

+

(34)

smoke2, {ggwxs~smokew(x,s)} ( = [I])
after dinner3,

[K]

I
[after DINNER3jF, (AT.T, [K])
after dinner3,
~Q.{gkw7sl3h[heg[3]& hi-then-s & dinnerw^) & hkwVseQ]} ( = [K])
[SMOKE], after dinner-,, (AQ. [K](Q),[I])
INFL,, AQ.{gkw713h[heg[2] & hkw%eQ]}
[SMOKES2jF after dinner,, (~Q.{gkw713h[heg[2]& hkw7h2e [K](Q)]},[I])
I

0, A<B,F).GENERN(<B,FÃ

Mary, [SMOKES2IFafter;, dinner3,
&
{ggwlGENN,w({h13f[f = g + h & gfwe[~]({~kw713h[heg[2]
hkwTg2e[Kl({ggw71

!f

smoke [after DINNER3IF, (AT.T([l]),[K])
INFL2, ~Q.{gkwVl3h[heg[2]& hkw-eQ]}
smokes2 [after DINNER3JF, (AT.{gkw713h[heg[2] & hkwVh,eT([I])]},[K])

The first argument of GENNwreduces to:
{ h l 3 f [ f = g + h & f(:g[2]& g , = mÃ & smokefi,f2) &
3T3j[j-=f & TeALT,([I])& g ~ w ^ e T ( [ L ] ) ] }
The second argument of GENN,,,,reduces to the same expression as in

Generic sentences that lack a situation variable can be treated as well. Let
us derive the following example:
(35)

(33).

This accepts input assignments g (without changing them) and worlds w such
that g, is Mary and
- an augmentation h of g such that DOM(h) = {2} and f = g + h, where f ,
( = g,)smokes in f,, and there is some alternative T to the temporal deterrnination "after dinner" such that f , smokes in fi, and f2 is related to T
- typically can be extended to an assignment j such that there is a dinner
situation j3, and ji ( = f,) follows ji.
In both cases we get the intuitively correct readings. In the first case, we
quantify over after-dinner situations and say that Mary smokes in these situations; in the second case, we quantify over situations in which Mary smokes
and say that they are after-dinner situations.
One potential problem with this analysis arises from the fact that we should
count only those dinner situations that involve Mary. This is not expressed
directly in the representations given. In our informal formalizations in
(la,b), we had to represent the fact that Mary had to be "in" the dinner
situation by a relation in whose presence was not licensed by any linguistic
element.
Where can we locate the implicit requirement that the dinner situations
should include Mary? The proper place for that is within the set of alternatives
and the relation between situations then. In the analysis of the first reading,
(33), we require that the alternatives to [I] are with respect to the assignment
f , where f contains reference to a dinner situation f3 followed by a situation f-,
in which the alternatives are located. Now, it is a reasonable requirement that
all the alternatives Q to [I] (i.e., smoking, with respect to f) such that fl
( = Mary) has the property Q in f, must be located after f3. Furthermore, when
two situations stand in the relation then, we should be allowed to draw the
inference that the participants in the situation are the same. In our example,
if f3 is a dinner situation, f2 is a smoking situation with Mary as the agent,
and f-,is related to fi by then, we can infer that f3 contains Mary as a participant
as well.
In the second reading, (34), the condition that Mary be part of the dinner
situation need only be expressed in the matrix. It follows, under the assumption
mentioned above, that the then-relation between situations invites the inference
that the situations have the same participants.
I

A , three-colored cat [is INFERTILEIF
is infertile, {ggwx[infertilew(x)} ( = [MI)
i s INFERTILE]?, (AQ.Q,[M])
I

a, three-colored cat, AQ.{gkwTl3h[h = g[l] & catw(h,)&
3-coloredw(h, ) & hkwhITeQ]} ( = [N])

a, three-colored cat [is INFERTILE]?, (AQ.[N](Q),[M])

I

This accepts those inputs g (without changing them) and worlds w such that
in general, augmentations h of g such that h, is a three-colored cat that has
some alternative property to being infertile are such that hi is a three-colored
cat that is infertile. Effectively we do quantify over individuals in this case.
In chapter 1 we mentioned that a sentence like Simba is infertile cannot be
interpreted as a characteristic sentence, because there is no variable to quantify
over-the subject does not provide for it, since it is a name, and neither does
the predicate, since it is stative. In our reconstruction, these sentences would
have degenerate representations, as the augmentations h have an empty domain. This is illustrated by the following derivation, where h has as its domain
the empty set:
Simba, is infertile.
= g + h & f = g & g, = sw& 3Q3j[QeALTf([M])
{gg~lGEN~,~({hlgf[f
sJwf,eQIl})
({hl3j[j=g+h & j = g & g, = sÃ& infertilew(ji)]})}
Finally, let us go over the treatment of the readings of example (2), Planes

(36)

di.wppeur in the Bermuda Triangle. The three readings are related to the

following focus assignments:
(37)

a.
b.
c.

Planes, [disappear, in the3 BERMUDA Triangle],;.
[PLANES, d i ~ a p p e a r ]in~ the, Bermuda Triangle.
Planes, [DISAPPEAR:,],; in the, Bermuda Triangle.

We assume the following meanings:
(38)

a.

Planes,:
hQ.{gkwTl3h[heg[l] & planesw(h,) & hkwhi7eQ]} ( = [PI)
b. disappear: {ggwxsldisappearw(x,s)} ( = [Dl)
c . in the3 Bermuda Triangle:
AQ.{gkw7slg, = B T , & inw(s,gi) & gkwTseQ} ( = [B])

+

an augmentation h of g with DOM(h) = {l} and f = g h such that f , are
planes and f , has some alternative property Q to disappearing in the Bermuda
Triangle
- typically can be extended to j such that j2 is a situation in the Bermuda
Triangle in which j, ( = f , ) disappears.
-

This represents the intended reading correctly: Disappearing in the Bermuda
Triangle is the typical fate of planes.
Next, let us drive the reading corresponding to (37b):
(37) b'. Planes, disappear, [P]([D]) ( = [PD])

,

[PLANES disappear], (AQ.Q, [PD])

Now, the first of the three readings can be derived as follows:
(37)

a'. disappear in the3 Bermuda Triangle, [B]([D])
INFL:,, ~ ~ . { ~ k w 7 1 3 h [ l i e g&[ 2hkwThfiQ]}
]

in the, Bermuda Triangle, [B]
[PLANES, disappear],; in the3 Bermuda Triangle, (AQ.[B](Q),[PD])

k
disappear? in the, Bermuda Triangle,
{gkwx3h[heg[2]& hkwxh2e[BJ([D])J} ( = [DBJ)
I

[disappear, in the, BERMUDA Triangle],;, (\Q.Q,[DB])
planes,, [PI
planes, [disappear? in the, BERMUDA Triangle],;, (AQ,[P](Q),[DB])
0, A<B,F).GENERNÃ‡B,F

planes, [disappear:, in the, BERMUDA Triangle]?,

SJW~~QI})]})
({hl3j[j=g + h & gjwe[Pl(lDBl)l})}
The first argument of GENNWreduces to:
{hl3f[f = g + h & feg[l] & planes,(f,) & 3Q3j[QeALTf([DB]) &
fjwf,eQll}
The second argument of GENNWreduces to:
{hl3j[j-g + h & jeg[l,2] & j3 = BTw & inw(j2,j3)& disappear(ji .j:,)]}
This derivation accepts input assignments g and worlds w for which it is the
case that

!

0, A(B,F).GENERN((B,F))

[PLANES, disappear2IFin the3 Bermuda Triangle,
{ggwlGENN,J{h13f[f = g + h & 3h[heg[2] & hfwh2e[B]({ggws13Q3j
[QeALTg([PDl) & gJwseQll)ll})
({hl3j[iag + h & 3h[heg[2] & h~wh~e[Bl([PDl)ll})}
Here the first argument of GENNWreduces to:
{hl3f[f = g + h & feg[2] & f3 = BTw & inw(f3,f2)& 3Q3j[QeALTf([PD])
& gJwf2eQlIl
The second argument reduces to the same as in (37af).
This accepts input assignments g and worlds w such that
g where DOM(h) = {2}, f = g h, and f2 is a situation
in the Bermuda Triangle such that some alternative Q to the disappearing of
planes happens in f2
- can typically be extended to j such that j2 ( = f2) is a situation in which there
are planes f, that disappear in f2.
That is: It is characteristic for situations in the Bermuda Triangle that planes
disappear there.
- an augmentation h of

+

j2, where j2 is in the Bermuda Triangle: consequently, f, must be in the Ber-

Finally, we have arrived at perhaps the most plausible reading, the one
corresponding to (37c):

muda Triangle too at the moment it disappears.
In (37b1), we quantify over situations in the Bermuda Triangle that have
some property which is an alternative to containing disappearing planes.
Again, the alternatives might be restricted appropriately, in this case perhaps
to the situation type of catastrophic events. Then (37b1) could even be true if
most situations in the Bermuda Triangle turned out to be rather unspectacular.
In (37cf), we quantify over planes and situations in the Bermuda Triangle
that satisfy some alternative Q to the planes disappearing in the situations.
One plausible requirement is that all planes and situations that satisfy Q are
such that the planes participate in the situations, and the situations, moreover,
are located in the Bermuda Triangle. Consequently, we only quantify over
planes that are in the Bermuda Triangle.
These considerations show that it is a promising enterprise to formulate the
implicit restrictions we often find in generic sentences in terms of suitable
alternatives. I think that the set of alternatives is crucial for the interface
between the semantics and the pragmatics of generic sentences.
We should expect that simple generic sentences without explicit restrictor,
like Mary smokes, can be captured by assuming suitable alternatives as well.
For this example, we would get the following semantic representation:

(37) c'.

in the3 Bermuda Triangle, [B]
[DISAPPEAR]? in the, Bermuda Triangle, (AQ. [B](Q),[D])
INFL;, ~ Q . { ~ k w 7 1 3 h [ h e g [ 2&] hkw7h2eQ]}
[DISAPPEARIF in the3 Bermuda Triangle,
<AQ.{gkw713h[heg[21 & hkw7h2e[Bl(Q)},[Dl)

This accepts input assignments g and worlds w such that
an augmentation h of g with DOM(h) = {I ,2} and f = g + h, where f, are
planes and f-, is a situation in the Bermuda Triangle, and where f, does some
alternative to disappearing in f2,
- typically is such that f , , in fact, disappears in f,.
Again, we have imposed certain conditions on the three interpretations
(37a',b1,c'): In (37a1), we have quantified over planes f , that have some property Q that is an alternative to disappearing in the Bermuda Triangle. Q need
not be related to the Bermuda Triangle here at all, but may refer to the ways
in which a plane can get lost. We say that an f, that has this property-that
is, an f, that gets lost-typically has the property of disappearing in a situation

Here we quantify over situations fi in which Mary ( = f,) does some alternative
to smoking, and we say that, in fact, she smokes in these situations. Many
situations may not count as alternatives to smoking situations-for example,
all situations that exclude smoking to begin with, like being asleep, but also
other situations, such as those in which Mary has just finished a cigarette. So
it seems that proper restrictions of the alternatives can lead us to a proper
interpretation of generic sentences even in these cases.

-

,

I have developed in this chapter a framework for the meanings of
generic sentences that captures the influence of focus. I have shown that a
combination of the Structured Meaning representation of focus with a dynamic
interpretation allows us to formulate an adequate description.
There are several issues that require further elaboration. On the top of the

list is a closer investigation into the notion 'alternatives', since it is here that
the semantics and the pragmatics of generic sentences, and quantificational
sentences in general, meet. In particular, there are two aspects that require
further investigation: First, how does the context or the situation of utterance
influence the set of alternatives? Secondly, what are the general principles
behind the construction of alternatives'? For example, I have suggested that the
alternatives to a situation predicate like Planes disappear are predicates that
describe other catastrophic situations. So it seems that one important principle
in constructing sets of alternatives is that we generalize from a relatively specific type of situations, objects, or cases to a more general type, perhaps using
a universal ontological hierarchy.
In this chapter, I did not cover generic sentences that contain generic, or
kind-referring, NPs, such as The cat meows. (See chapter 1 for a discussion
of how generic NPs relate to generic sentences, and how generic sentences
with generic NPs can be treated. Also, I did not go into the role of the plural
in sentences like (2). Chapter 1 contains some discussion of the treatment of
plurality and distributivity within a lattice-theoretic semantic representation.
A final point is the question of how predictive focus is in determining the
semantic partition that is necessary for the generic operator and for adverbial
quantifiers in general. Schubert and Pelletier (1987), in their discussion of
"reference ensembles" (i.e., the restrictor of the quantification), give a number of examples where they do not refer to the role of focus, but where focus
seems to play a role. For instance, their example Cats usually land on their
feet can easily be explained in terms of background-focus structure: The main
accent probably is on feet; hence we have Cats usually land [on their FEETJr
as a plausible analysis, which would generate the reading 'Usually, when cats
land on something (one of their body parts), then they land on their feet'.
However, there certainly are other examples where focus doesn't seem to play
a role. For example, sentence (30),-Most of the time, Mary takes [a TEDDY
b e a r b to bed-might also be interpreted with respect to situations in which
Mary goes to bed. Here, Schubert and Pelletier's suggestion that presuppositions may furnish the reference ensembles seems to be on the right track. Thus,
taking a stuffed animal to bed implies going to bed. It remains to be clarified
whether the role of focus-background structure can be subsumed under a general theory of the role of presupposition in quantification.

AND FOCUS SEMANTICS
Mats Rooth
6.1.

INTRODUCTION

A sentence with an indefinite description in subject position may be
intuitively equivalent to one where the material from the indefinite subject has
been moved to an initial when-clause:
(1)

A green-eyed dog is usually intelligent.
b. When a dog is green-eyed, it is usually intelligent.

a.

Suppose we adopt the view that adverbs of quantification such as always and
usually are semantically two-place operators, and assume that one way of
specifying their arguments is this: an initial when- or $-clause contributes the
restrictor (or first argument) and the corresponding main clause, minus the
adverb, contributes the scope (or second argument). Then we can use intuited
equivalences with initial when-clause examples to make observations about
how the arguments are filled in other cases. According to this test, in the
variety of generic sentence illustrated in (I), semantic material coming from
an indefinite description (in this case, a green-eyed dog) fills the restrictor of
a quantificational adverb. Such readings of indefinite descriptions are not limited to subject position (see, for instance, Carlson 1989). In (2a), the indefinite
description contributing the restriction is in object position.
(2)

a. Knowing who to interview usually cracks a case like this.
When a case is like this, knowing who to interview usually cracks it,

b.

Indeed, the position of the indefinite description seems quite unrestricted. In
(3a) it is inside a relative clause modifier of the subject. (30) is a near-whenclause paraphrase indicating that the indefinite description is supplying the
restrictor (first argument) of the quantification.
(3)

At least one person an AIDS victim works with is usually misinformed
about the disease.
b. When someone has AIDS, at least one person he or she works with is
usually misinformed about the disease.
a.

